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ABSTRACT: Historically brick veneer houses have not performed well in earthquakes. 
However, modern construction using better brick-ties, which are screwed to studs and the 
use of bricks with internal holes allowing some mortar mechanical interlock, is expected to 
result in a better performance.  

BRANZ cyclically racked two large brick veneer rooms (including ceilings) using a system 
which allowed the total load carried by the brick veneer to be measured directly. One room 
incorporated windows and had a door opening, while the other had fully separated brick 
veneer elements. Brick veneer cracking patterns were identified and rationalised. It was 
determined that in-plane brick veneer slip was significantly resisted by perpendicular walls 
and the mortar in brick veneer holes acted as dowels which resisted slip along horizontal 
mortar cracks. 

Elemental tests were used to measured brick veneer tension bond and slip strengths and the 
in-plane brick-tie load versus deflection relationship. These were used to determine the 
theoretical veneer lateral load resisting strength and a model was calibrated by comparing 
with the measured room strengths. A new design philosophy is proposed. 

1 INTRODUCTION  

BRANZ confidential statistics show that baked-clay brick veneer is used in 37% of new buildings in 
New Zealand. Concrete-brick veneer (as against masonry block) is used in a further 7% of buildings. 
Occasionally the brick veneer is plastered. In 75% of new veneer construction, brick is used as the sole 
cladding material. Approximately 24% of all new houses are two storey. However, only 5% of new 
brick veneer houses are clad with two storey brick veneer. 

This paper describes an experimental and theoretical investigation to study the performance of modern 
brick veneer construction in earthquakes. The recent improvements in veneer construction suggest that 
the veneer may now provide a bracing function in LTF buildings when loaded in-plane, although the 
performance at corners is unknown.   

A brick veneer house is defined to be a house which has light timber frame (LTF) exterior walls with a 
baked-clay or concrete-brick veneer which is separated from the LTF by 40-60 mm. The veneer is 
fixed to the timber studs with brick-ties which, in modern construction, are screw fixed to the framing.  
NZS 4210:2001 (SNZ 2001) provides requirements for the tie spacing.  The veneer is generally 
penetrated by windows and doors. Usually no brick veneer is used above these veneer openings and 
instead the LTF is framed out and sheathed with lightweight cladding. This is the construction 
simulated in the tests described in this paper. Brick lintels above the windows are less common in 
single storey construction. 

In this paper, the column of brick veneer between the window openings is referred to as a “pier”. 
Isolated brick veneer wall panels which are completely separated from other brick veneer are referred 
to as “isolated veneer panels”. Isolated veneer panels occur where the masonry is penetrated by full 
wall height windows or doors or where brick veneer is not the sole cladding. Isolated veneer panels 
may exhibit a significantly different seismic behaviour from piers between windows, as the isolated 
panels are free to slide at the base as discussed later.  The brick veneer on either side of a corner tends 
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to act as a single unit and is referred to as an “L-shaped corner veneer element”.  Concrete-brick 
veneer may also exhibit significantly different behaviour, due to its different module size and bond 
characteristics, particularly the lack of internal holes allowing mortar dowels to form.   

BRANZ is in the process of performing shake table tests on a clay-brick veneer room specimen and 
expects to investigate the concrete-brick veneer case and two storey baked-clay brick construction in 
the next phase of this investigation. 

2 HISTORIC PERFORMANCE AND RESEARCH OF BRICK VENEER 

The last major earthquake to strike a populated area of New Zealand occurred in Edgecumbe in 1987.  
In that earthquake, serious damage to brick veneer construction was observed (NZNSEE 1987).  There 
were several reasons for this damage.  Firstly, the ties were often bent wire which had corroded 
significantly after installation, meaning that the veneer fell away from the LTF in discrete panels 
during the earthquake as the corroded tie broke.  Some of the brick veneer consisted of solid bricks, 
which did not allow the provision of any mechanical interlock from the mortar and individual bricks 
were lost.  If the ties were not corroded then sometimes the fixings to the LTF failed.  Staples and nail 
fixings were withdrawn from the framing.   

The process of nail fixing ties to the LTF was subsequently found to substantially weaken the bond 
between the tie and the mortar (Shelton 1996) because of the vibration caused by the hammering of 
the fixing nails.  

Further investigation (Beattie 2006) showed that it was possible to achieve the performance 
expectations of NZS 4210 by dry-bedding the veneer ties (much preferred by the brick layers) rather 
than fully encapsulating them in the mortar.  

Very little investigation of the in-plane performance of brick veneers has been undertaken, although 
there have been several investigations of out-of-plane performance.  The most relevant research was 
undertaken by Lapish and Allen in the late 1980’s (Lapish 1991, Allen and Lapish, unknown).  In their 
research, isolated approximately 2.4 m square panels were subjected to slow cyclic racking loads.  The 
researchers noted that the veneer was observed to rock with the framing and that in-plane 
displacements of the veneer panel of up to ±25 mm did not apparently weaken the out-of-plane 
strength of the ties. 

3 LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY 

Many (particularly older) houses only used brick veneer on the front façade for economy and modern 
houses sometimes use a mixture of brick veneer and other claddings for architectural reasons. This 
report only considers houses with brick veneer around the complete house perimeter. 

In the tests described herein, slow cyclic load displacements were imposed on room ceilings and the 
load transferred to the brick veneer was measured. There was no real time shaking performed. Thus, 
the testing performed did not simulate the out-of-plane inertia forces on the brick veneer and thus the 
ability of the brick-ties to transfer this load to the LTF construction was not tested.  

4 BRICKS, BRICK-TIES AND MORTAR USED IN THE TESTING 

The baked clay-bricks used had dimensions 230 mm long x 76 high x 70 mm wide. They had five 
vertical holes, of cross-section 32 x 23 mm, for the full brick depth which partially filled with mortar 
as shown in Figure 1. This effectively formed mortar dowels which greatly enhances the horizontal 
shear strength between bricks. Thus, in the BRANZ tests, the brick veneer did not slide along 
horizontal mortar cracks between bricks but some isolated veneer panels did slide on cracks in the 
mortar course at the junction of the brick veneer and the foundation concrete where mortar dowels 
could not form. 

Commonly available hot-dipped galvanised, 85 mm long, 70 series, brick-ties were dry bedded onto 
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the bricks rather than being fully encapsulated within the mortar.   

Ties were secured to the face of the timber studs using galvanised, self-drilling, 35 mm long, Tek 
screws which had a 4.4 mm diameter shank and a 14 mm diameter washer formed as part of a 
hexagonal shaped head. 

The choice of the above products is expected to have significant influence on the test results. Further 
tests are required before general applicability can be determined.  

 
Figure 1. Holes in bricks. Mortar formed dowels linking bricks. 

5 CYCLIC TESTING OF SPECIMEN 1 

Slow cyclic racking tests were performed on the single storey nominally 2.4 m high room specimen 
shown in Figure 2, which incorporated windows and a door. It had plasterboard lined LTF walls, a 
LTF plasterboard lined ceiling and brick veneer cladding on all four sides. The outside plan 
dimensions of the room were 6.73 m x 3.93 m.  

 

 
Figure 2. Photograph of Specimen 1 

The brick veneer was constructed on a steel ring beam with concrete infill which was supported by 
rollers. An arrow in Figure 2 points to this ring beam. This setup enabled the total force being 

Load Beam 

Steel ring beam on rollers 

Ring beam 

restraints 
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transferred to the brick veneer to be measured using two ring beam restraints, one of which is depicted 
in Figure 2. 

In Stage I of the testing, the LTF ceiling was horizontally displaced using an actuator which moved a 
load beam connected to the ceiling framing, as shown in Figure 2.  In Stage II, three aluminium 
windows were installed in side wall openings.  The window framing butted up against the brick veneer 
and therefore any relative movement between the brick veneer and the LTF walls required the window 
framing to deform.  This was observed to occur by distortion of the window frames into a trapezoidal 
shape and rotation of the glazing within the window frames.  No window damage was observed. 

Stage III involved adding timber framing acting as a packer above window and doorway openings, 
thus tending to force the top of the veneer to move with the framing.  

Hysteresis loops of the measured horizontal load carried by the brick veneer versus LTF wall 
deflection are given in Figure 13. The resisted load had flattened off at ±16 mm LTF wall deflection in 
Stage I (construction without windows). This was because all veneer elements above cracks were 
“rocking” about crack corners. Thus, the lateral strength of the veneer was limited by the panel 
rocking strengths – i.e., panel widths and weights. In Stage II peak loads increased by 23% at ±24 mm 
LTF wall deflection. Stage III peak loads were 45% greater than Stage I. 

The cracks tended to form at the bottom of the window level as shown in Figure 3 and the veneer piers 
above rotated on these cracks as shown in Figure 5. Near doorways these cracks formed at the bottom 
course of mortar of the brick veneer. No shear slip occurred along the cracks.  

Timber stud in-plane bending deflections are of significance in that they reduce the horizontal 
deformations (hence load transfer) between LTF and veneer. Stud flexural bending deflections in the 
LTF walls connected to the two 2.4 m long brick piers between windows, were not significant for LTF 
deflections below 24 mm. Subsequently, the lining became ineffective and large stud bending 
deflections occurred at stud mid-height.  

Generally, the magnitude of the timber stud flexural deformation and slip between brick veneer and 
LTF was very low for the L-shaped corner veneer elements at all LTF deflections showing that almost 
the entire movement of this veneer was due to rocking of each L-shaped corner as a single unit, as 
shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 3. Measured cracking in Specimen 1 
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Figure 4. Deformation of LTF under lateral load 
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Figure 5. Expected cracking and deformation mechanisms of brick veneer 

6 CYCLIC TESTING OF SPECIMEN 2 

Racking tests were also performed on room specimen 2, shown in plan view in Figure 6. Like 
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specimen 1, it had plasterboard lined LTF walls and ceiling. However, specimen 2 comprised only 
three isolated veneer elements, as follows: 

• An isolated 4.8 m long panel, called Panel A, on Side 1; 

• An isolated 3.2 m long panel, called Panel B, on Side 2.  

• An L-shaped corner veneer element with a 1.43 m length on Side 2, called Panel C, and a 
0.86 m length on End 1, called Panel D. 

Panel A
Panel B

Panel C

End 1

Panel D

 
Figure 6. Plan view of specimen 2 

Panel A deformed by sliding on a crack in the mortar course at the junction of the brick veneer and the 
foundation concrete. The panel had almost zero rotation. The ratio of lateral load during slip to panel 
weight gave an effective slip coefficient of friction of 0.63. Up to a deflection of 16 mm of the LTF 
the brick veneer ties accommodated most of the movement. Subsequent slip of the brick veneer on the 
concrete foundation almost equalled the additional LTF deflections. 

Panel B deformed by sliding on a crack between brick and foundation concrete but also demonstrated 
significant rotation. Otherwise the monitored movements were similar to Panel A.  

Stud flexural deflection was not significant near the top of the LTF walls next to Panel A and B. At 
mid-height of the panels stud flexural deflection only became significant for LTF deflections 
exceeding 24 mm once the lining became ineffective.  

With the L-shaped corner veneer element, cracks occurred in the mortar course one brick above the 
intersection of the brick veneer and concrete foundation. There was only small shear slip on this crack. 
The horizontal differential movement between LTF wall and adjacent veneer was also small as was 
the stud bending in the LTF wall next to Panel C.   

Calculations showed that the cracking resistance due to brick veneer-to-mortar tension bond, fmt, was 
negligible. Also the cracking resistance due to mortar shear bond between brick veneer and concrete 
foundation, fmv, was small. 

In summary, as there were no windows in specimen 2, a single crack formed at the base of the veneers 
and the isolated veneer panels above the crack either slipped or rotated on these cracks.  
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7 BRICK VENEER MOVEMENT AND CRACK PATTERNS IN EARTHQUAKES 

7.1 Expected veneer cracking and deformation 

A sheathed LTF wall deforms in a trapezoidal shape under lateral racking load as shown in Figure 4. 
In the tests on specimen 1 it was found that the brick veneer deformed as shown in Figure 5. The 
veneer panels or piers are labelled 1 to 10. The L-shaped corner veneer elements responded as a single 
unit (i.e., no separation between adjacent brick panels occurred at the corners). The behaviour is 
generalised below using the “Note numbers” depicted in the figure for reference: 

Note 1. The brick-ties between the end of the specimen and the brick veneer are not expected to 
buckle or fail in tension. Hence, the brick veneer in the end wall will be forced to follow the out-of-
plane room deformation of the connected LTF wall. Thus, Panels 1 and 10 will each act as a unit to 
rock as shown. Panels 8 and 9 will do likewise.  

As Panels 1 and 8 will have the same horizontal deflection as the LTF walls, there will be no 
horizontal deformation of, and hence no in-plane load in, the brick-ties in these panels. Further, if the 
corners stay intact, and the end brick veneer does not move relative to the LTF wall, Panels 1 and 8 
will not slip horizontally along the base crack lines in the direction of the load. 

The brick veneer at End 1 will crack at the level of the bottom of the windows and could additionally 
crack at the bottom of the veneer from the out-of-plane movement, (although this additional cracking 
was not observed in the specimen 1 test). 

Note 2. Similar behaviour to that described for Note 1 is expected except the cracking will be near the 
bottom of the brick veneer as the nearest opening in the side walls is a door rather than a window. 
Panels 3 and 4 (and also Panels 5 and 6) will rock about the bottom of the brick veneer. 

Note 3. The piers will rock about a line joining the bottom of the adjacent openings – in this case a 
window and door. The brick-ties must provide the force to make the piers rock but because the brick-
ties have a horizontal flexibility in-plane there will be significant differential movement between the 
veneer and LTF wall. Hence, the rocking deflection of the pier will be less than the in-plane LTF 
deflection. 

No slip is expected along the crack line for construction using bricks with holes as the mortar will 
ingress form as dowels. (In contrast with this, in specimen 2, where panels were fully isolated, both 
rotation and slip occurred on a single crack at the bottom of the brick veneer, as mortar dowel action 
was not present at this junction). 

7.2 Recommended assumptions regarding mortar bond strength to use in design 

The L-shaped corner veneer elements shown in Figure 5 cracked at low LTF wall deflections as the 
brick-tie connection between the end veneer and connected LTF wall forced the veneer to rock as 
shown. Hence, earthquake loading at 45º to a building main axis is expected to cause all brick veneer 
to crack at low LTF wall deflections as all veneer walls will experience out-of-plane rocking. Thus, 
shear and tension bond strength along the crack lines shown in Figure 5 should be assumed to be zero 
(i.e., fmt and fmv = 0).  

8 PROPOSED ANALYTICAL MODEL OF BRICK VENEER PIER PERFORMANCE 

8.1 Qualitative description of brick-tie deformations and forces 

Figure 7(a) shows the in-plane deformation of brick ties relative to the timber frame assuming the 
brick pier does not slide at the base but rotates on a crack at the base of the wall, as shown in Figure 8. 
It also assumes that the LTF wall deforms in a trapezoidal shape, with no stud bending, no member 
separation and no rocking or uplift of the LTF wall itself.  
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Figure 7(b) shows the in-plane deformation of brick-ties relative to the timber frame assuming the 
brick pier slides along a base crack rather than rotating.  Near the bottom of the LTF wall, (where the 
LTF wall horizontal deflection is close to zero), the tie horizontal deformation is shown to equal 
veneer slip which is in the reverse direction of the tie deformations further up the stud. 

Stud bending, member separation and rocking or uplift of the LTF wall itself will affect the brick-tie 
forces and make the analysis more complex. 

LTF racking force LTF racking force

(a) Brick pier rocks 
     but does not slide

(b) Brick pier slides 
but does not rock

 

Figure 7. Deformation of brick-ties relative to timber frame 

8.2 Theory for In-plane load carried by a brick pier 

The theory for a computer program is described below. It was developed to calculate the relationship 
between the shear force in a brick pier and the LTF wall deflection, based on equilibrium of the brick 
pier shown in Figure 8. The potential for shear slip along the crack was included. The program uses 
knowledge of the brick-tie load versus deflection behaviour determined by separate component tests. 
This varies with tie type. The full size room tests showed that provided the lining was still firmly fixed 
the stud, bending deflections were small. A more detailed analysis taking stud bending into account is 
given by Thurston and Beattie (2008). 

Consider a LTF wall, of height LTFheight, which deforms in a trapezoidal shape with studs remaining 
straight as shown in Figure 9. If the LTF wall has a top deflection of LTFdef then the horizontal 
deflection, DeltaX, of the LTF  stud at Tie j (assumed to be at height TYj), based on this Trapezoidal 
assumption, is given by: 

 DeltaX = LTFdef x (TYj/ LTFheight)   …………………………………………………   (1) 
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Figure 9.  LTF wall racking deflection 

8.3 Relative deflection between LTF wall and brick veneer at brick-tie j 

Figure 8 shows the forces on a rocking pier of brick, of height H and length L, which has rotated by θ 
radians by pivoting at one end. The figure shows the location of Tie j, with coordinates TXj, TYj.  The 
rotation occurs at a crack at height, CrackHeight, from the bottom of the LTF. The pier is assumed to 
have slipped by ∆shear along the crack. Thus the horizontal movement of the brick veneer at Tie j is 
given by: 

∆Brick at j =  (TYj – CrackHeight) x θ  + ∆shear    ………………………………………………...(2) 

It is assumed that there is negligible slip of the brick-ties in the mortar and slip of the ties at the screw 
interface with the timber stud. Hence, the differential deflection between the timber stud and brick 
veneer at a brick-tie is the deformation of the tie. Thus, from equations 1 and 2, the horizontal 
deformation of the Tie j is given by: 
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TieDefXj = LTFdef x TYj/ LTFheight – (TYj – CrackHeight) x θ  – ∆shear      ……………….  (3) 

Similarly, the upwards vertical deformation of the Tie j relative to the stud is given by: 

TieDefYj = TXj x θ         ………………………………………………………………         (4) 

8.4 Forces on a brick veneer pier 

The tie deformations at each LTFdef can be determined from equations (3) and (4) if θ and ∆shear are 
known. Thus, from knowledge of the tie load versus deflection behaviour, the corresponding 
horizontal and vertical forces on Tie j can be calculated. These are called ForceXj and ForceYj 
respectively.  

As the LTF wall deflects horizontally further than the brick pier the force ForceXj in Figure 8 is 
shown as a driving force, tending to open the crack. ForceYj resists this upward movement. 

The “net bending moment”, Bnet, of the forces about the pivot in Figure 8 is given by: 

Bnet = EQ x H/2  - SW x L/2 + ΣForceXj xTYj  – ΣForceYj xTXj         ……………………  (5) 

Where: 

EQ = CEQ x ρ x H x L 

CEQ is the seismic lateral force coefficient acting on the brick veneer 

ρ is the brick veneer pier weight per unit area in kN/m2 

SW = self weight = ρ x H x L 

The net bending moment, Bnet, to induce a flexural crack at the base of a pier is given by: 

fmt x T x L2/6 

Where: 

fmt is the brick-to-brick mortar flexural tensile bond strength 

T is the brick thickness = 70 mm for 70 Series brick. 

Provided Bnet from Eqn. (5) is less than the cracking moment and the applied shear force is insufficient 
to induce shear failure, then the section will remain uncracked and θ = 0. Hence, the seismic load 
carried by the brick pier can be found directly for each LTF wall deflection (i.e.  ΣForceXj + EQ). 

If a crack has formed then the pier will slide on the crack surface until the shear friction balances the 
horizontal force and then it will rotate about the pivot in Figure 8 until the net moment on the pier is 
zero.  

The net shear to induce cracking at the base of the pier, Vnet, is given by: 

Vnet = fmv x T x L + µ x ρ x H x L 

Where: 

µ is the friction coefficient along a crack line 

fmv is the shear bond strength 

A bending moment on the pier will concentrate the shear force near one end of the crack but, in 
theory, will not reduce the total shear resistance as the same axial load will be carried.  

Based on test measurements, the model assumed that no shear slip would occur along mortar joints for 
bricks with holes due to mortar dowel action. 

A two stage incremental solution is used in the computer model: 

When the shear force in the brick veneer exceeds the shear friction plus shear bond resistance for brick 
veneer without holes or when considering the brick-to-concrete foundation interface of isolated veneer 
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panels, then the following steps must be actioned.  

For each LTF wall deflection, increment the slip deflection, ∆shear, along the crack until the shear 
friction balances the horizontal brick pier demand force given by EQ + ΣForceXj.   

Increment θ until Bnet from Eqn. (5) is zero. 

8.5 Theory for horizontal load resistance of a L-shaped corner veneer element 

The deformation of, and forces on, an L-shaped corner veneer element under lateral loading are shown 
in Figure 10. The presence of brick ties on the end return walls prevents differential horizontal 
movement between the brick veneer and connected LTF side walls. Thus, Tie j shown in Figure 10 
does not transfer a horizontal force between brick veneer and LTF wall but it will transfer a vertical 
force, Force Yj, as the brick veneer lifts relative to the LTF wall.  

By taking moments about the pivot at Corner 1 of Figure 10: 

R x H1 = W1x D + W2 x L2/2 + Σ(Force Yj x TXj) …………………………………………….(6) 

where: 

R is the horizontal shear force on Panel E from the sum of the horizontal forces in the brick-ties 
joining Panel E to the LTF return wall 

Where 

H1 is the height at which this resultant acts 

H =  height of the brick veneer above the base crack 

Yj = vertical force on Tie j  

W1 = weight of Panel S = ρ x L2 x H 

W2 = weight of Panel E = ρ x L1 x H 

ρ = Brick veneer weight per unit area = 130 kg/m2 

T =  brick veneer thickness = 0.07 m 

D = T/2 for Corner 1 and (L2-T/2) for Corner 2. 

All values on the right hand side of Eqn. (6) are known. The height H1 is not known and is difficult to 
determine theoretically. It was assumed in this study to be 0.67 H which then enabled R to be 
determined.  

Comparisons of the predicted shear force taken by brick piers and L-shaped corner veneer elements is 
given by Thurston and Beattie (2008). It was shown that it is generally conservative to assume the 
resistance of the L-shaped corner veneer elements equals the in-plane resistance of a pier with the 
same length.  
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Figure 10. Forces on, and deformation of, L-shaped corner veneer elements 

8.6 Application of theory 

8.6.1 Zero seismic lateral force coefficient acting on brick inertia (i.e. the test situation) 

The theory described above has been incorporated in a computer model to predict the shear force 
carried by brick piers for the case of a zero seismic lateral force coefficient.  Figure 11 plots the shear 
force predicted to be carried by various lengths of brick piers versus LTF wall deflection. It can be 
seen that large seismic shear forces can be transferred from the LTF walls to the brick veneer. 
However, the shear load that is transferred from the LTF to the brick veneer is introduced primarily at 
the ceiling level and must first get transferred into the LTF walls. This could be the weak link if LTF 
lining is not strongly fixed to the top plate of the LTF wall.  

The following assumptions were made for the production of Figure 11: 

• The mortar bond tension strength, fmt = 0  
• Crack height above foundation = 600 mm 
• Brick veneer height = 2220 mm 
• Tie type and tie spacing corresponded to those used in the tests.  
• Studs were assumed to be spaced at 600 mm centres. 
• Piers analysed were of length n x 600 + 45 mm where n = 1,2,3,4  etc. 
• Mortar interlock was assumed to fully resist the shear forces at mortar crack lines. 
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Figure 11. Shear force resisted by brick piers 

8.6.2 Inclusion of inertial shear force from the brick itself. 

A plot of the lateral load resisted by the brick veneer versus the pier length is given in Figure 12. It 
includes the self-weight induced seismic shear plus the load transferred from the LTF wall to the brick 
veneer. The former was calculated using the seismic lateral force coefficient assumed by NZS 3604 
(i.e. CEQ = 0.24).  It was assumed that fmt = fmv = 0 and CrackHeight = 0.6 m. A lower crack height 
reduces the shear carried by short piers but increases it for long piers. Figure 12 can be used as a 
design chart for the brick veneer type tested with brick piers bounded by windows or corners. It is 
recommended that the brick veneer design load be based on a 16 mm LTF wall deflection. 

Brick veneer panels which are isolated by full height openings (i.e. as tested in specimen 2) can slip at 
the interface of the brick veneer and concrete foundation and the lateral load resisted by the veneer is 
then lower.  The case for such veneer panels is also plotted in Figure 12. 

8.6.3 Example applications  

To examine the proportion of seismic load that can be resisted directly by the brick veneer, two 
examples are given below for houses in Zone A (the highest earthquake demand zone in New 
Zealand).  The results suggested that the brick veneer of the example single storey house had the 
capacity to carry 166% of the demand seismic load and the veneer in the two storey house had the 
capacity to carry 75% of the demand load. 

Example 1. 

Consider a single storey, 16 m long x 12 m wide rectangular house clad with brick veneer and with a 
light roof of pitch 25º, founded on a concrete slab.. From NZS 3604, the design seismic load = 
5.2 BU/m2 giving a total demand load of 5.2/20 x 16 x 12 = 49.2 kN (N.B. 20 BU = 1 kN). However, 
NZS 3604 assumes that the cladding weight is 220 kg/m2 rather than the actual value of 130 kg/m2 for 
the 70 series veneer system tested.  Based on the actual veneer weights, a revised design seismic load 
was calculated to be 39.2 kN. 

Assume each side of the house has brick veneer piers between windows or corners of nominal lengths 
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1.2, 1.8, 2.4 and 3.0 m (total length = 8.4 m). From Figure 12 at 16 mm LTF deflection the capacity of 
the brick veneer in each direction = 2x (3.5+6.1+9.7+13.5) = 65.6 kN > 39.2 kN.  The capacity is 
166% of the demand.  

 
Example 2. 

This example is as per Example 1 but two storeys with the upper storey being lightweight cladding. 
From NZS 3604 the design seismic load for the lower storey is 13.5 BU’s/m2 which results in a total 
demand load of 13.5/20 x 16 x 12 = 129.6 kN. However, NZS 3604 is assumes that the cladding 
weight is 220 kg/m2 rather than the actual value of 130 kg/m2 for the 70 series veneer system tested. 
Based on the actual veneer weights, a revised design seismic load was calculated to be 88.2 kN. If the 
brick veneer capacity is 65.6 kN, as derived in Example 1, it will only be able to resist 75% of the 
demand load. 
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Figure 12. Design chart - Load resisted by veneer versus pier length 

8.7 Proposed design philosophy 

Brick veneer will stiffen the house and add mass, both of which will affect the natural period. When 
brick has cracked the period will increase.  

The seismic hazard acceleration coefficient, Ch(T1, µ) = 0.3, used to derive NZS 3604 seismic demand 
tables was based on an elasto-plastic ductility, µ, of 3 and a building period, T1, of 0.4 seconds 
[Shelton 2007]. Because the specimen 1 test showed the brick veneer had the capacity to deflect to 
50 mm with little load decay it is considered reasonable and conservative to retain this value of 
Ch(T1,µ).  

A design philosophy is proposed for construction using the brick and brick tie types tested. The 
method conservatively assumes that the inertia forces of the brick veneer and LTF core of the house 
respond to the seismic excitation in phase. It is envisaged that each brick manufacturer may chose to 
produce design curves similar to Figure 12 for their own brick systems based on the model described 
above. This is likely to require them to perform some elemental tests.  
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The proposed method is intended to be conservative relative to the design of houses that are not clad 
with brick veneer. Bond strength both in tension and shear are assumed to be zero except for the 
mechanical shear strength of mortar dowels in bricks with holes. Horizontal cracks are expected in the 
brick mortar in major earthquakes but it is expected that these can be repaired by re-pointing. The 
method assumes no separation at corners and good performance during out-of-plane loading. 
However, as this performance needs to be confirmed by future testing the proposed method should not 
be used until verified. 

It is proposed that earthquake lateral load, used for house LTF bracing wall design, be taken as the 
greater of the following two calculations for houses clad with brick veneer: 

(1) Calculate the lateral demand load using normal methods (NZS 3604 tables or software currently 
available from manufacturers which takes actual weights into account). Subtract φ times the resis-
tance from the veneer (from Figure 12) where the strength reduction factor, φ, is recommended to 
be 0.7. (Note, the resistance of isolated veneer panels will need to be based on the lower shear slip 
line plotted in Figure 12.) 

(2) Calculate the lateral load using normal methods but assuming light-weight cladding. This is be-
cause it is considered important to retain a reasonable level of LTF construction bracing resis-
tance.  Furthermore, if the veneer is being relied on to provide seismic resistance then it becomes 
a structural element and cannot be removed without provision being made for other bracing sys-
tems.  

NZS 3604 stipulates the minimum bracing resistance which must be provided by each bracing line. It 
is proposed that brick veneer can be used to provide up to 50% of this resistance for exterior walls.  

9 COMPARISON OF TEST AND MODEL PREDICTION OF BRICK VENEER 
HORIZONTAL LOADS 

9.1 Horizontal load in specimen 1 

Figure 13 gives a comparison of the measured horizontal load resisted by the brick veneer and 
the predictions from the theory. A moderate and conservative agreement was obtained up to 
the stage when windows were installed. The subsequent additional connection between the 
LTF and the veneer provided by windows and framing above the windows increases the load 
transferred to the veneer and the prediction becomes even more conservative. 
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Figure 13. Comparison of measured and predicted load in specimen 1 brick veneer walls 

9.2 Horizontal load in specimen 2 

(a) Side 1 of specimen 2 

The 4.82 m long isolated veneer panel in specimen 2, called Panel A, simply slipped along the crack in 
the mortar between the veneer and the concrete foundation and exhibited no rotation or additional 
cracking. Its resistance was assumed to be the coefficient of friction, µ, factored by the panel self 
weight, W. Figure 14 provides a comparison of the measured load in Panel A and the prediction 
assuming µ = 0.63. The agreement is good. 

(b) Side 2 of specimen 2 

Side 2 of specimen 2 consisted of a 3.2 m long isolated veneer panel called Panel B and an L-shaped 
corner brick veneer element. Initially the main deflection of Panel B was rocking but by 22 mm LTF 
wall deflection the shear slip deflection equalled the rocking deflection and most of the subsequent 
movement was by shear slip along the crack in the mortar between the veneer and the concrete 
foundation. 

Figure 15 gives a comparison of the measured load in the Side 2 veneer and the predictions from the 
theory given above. The theory predicted that Panel B would rock until a deflection of 1.6 mm and 
then slip whereas the L-shaped corner brick veneer element would simply rock with no slip. A slip 
coefficient of 0.63 was assumed for Panel B. A moderate and conservative agreement was obtained for 
the total load resisted by the Side 2 veneer. 
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Figure 14. Comparison of measured and predicted load in specimen 2 Side 1 brick veneer walls 
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Figure 15. Comparison of measured and predicted load in specimen 2 Side 2 brick veneer walls 

10 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

10.1 Objective 

Historically brick veneer construction has not performed well in earthquakes. Recent changes in 
construction are expected to result in a much improved performance. This study was intended to 
improve the understanding of modern brick veneer construction in earthquakes and, in particular: 

• To determine if brick veneer can be relied upon to carry any of the building seismic load or 
whether the building light timber framed (LTF) construction should be designed to carry the 
entire load. 

• To identify the damage that can be expected in modern brick veneer construction during large 
earthquakes. 

10.2 Test observations 

The LTF portion of two large specimens clad with baked-clay brick veneer was racked under cyclic 
loading and the horizontal load transferred to the veneer was measured. The bricks used had five 
vertical holes, of cross-section 32 x 23 mm, for the full brick depth which partially filled with mortar 
as shown in Figure 1. This effectively formed mortar dowels which greatly enhanced the horizontal 
shear strength between bricks. The mortar dowels also served to retain the alignment of the veneer 
courses after cracking had occurred. Thus, any conclusions made below apply only to veneer 
constructed using such bricks.  

10.3 Conclusions regarding the behaviour of the veneer and LTF and veneer cracking were: 

• Cracks in the veneer tended to form at the mortar courses just below the bottom of the window 
openings. The piers of brick veneer between window openings rotated on these cracks. Near 
doorways, the cracks formed in the mortar between the bottom two courses of the brick veneer 
rather than between the bottom course and the concrete foundation. No shear slip occurred 
along the cracks and no bricks cracked.  

• Isolated veneer panels cracked at the mortar course between the brick veneer and concrete 
foundation. Panels rocked on these cracks, slid with a coefficient of friction of 0.63 or did 
both.  
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• Timber stud in-plane bending deflections are of significance in that they reduce the horizontal 
deformations (hence load transfer) between LTF and veneer. Stud flexural bending deflections 
in the LTF walls connected to two 2.4 m long brick piers between windows, was not 
significant for LTF deflections less than 24 mm. Subsequently, the lining became ineffective 
as its fixings failed and large stud bending deflections occurred at stud mid-height.  

• The magnitude of the stud flexural deformation and slip between brick veneer and LTF was 
very low for the L-shaped corner veneer elements at all LTF deflections. Almost the entire 
movement of this veneer was due to rocking of each L-shaped corner as a single unit. Because 
the brick veneer did not crack vertically at the corner, and the ties between the end walls and 
LTF did not buckle or fail in tension, it was concluded that the end wall brick-ties forced the 
L-shaped corner veneer elements to deflect horizontally the same as the LTF walls. This 
meant the veneer rocked at cracks near the base and had no base shear slip. Tests by others 
have not included fully interlocked veneer corners and would therefore miss this feature. 

• In both test specimens the brick veneer reached large deflections in the load direction in a very 
stable manner, giving “fat” energy absorbing hysteresis loops, showing little load decay under 
repeated cycles or increased deflection. 

• Calculations using data from specimen 2 tests, showed that the cracking resistance due to brick 
veneer-to-mortar tension bond, fmt, was negligible. Also, the cracking resistance due to mortar 
shear bond between brick veneer and concrete foundation, fmv, was small. 

10.4 Comparison with theory 

Based on the observed crack formations, a theoretical model of veneer shear capacity was developed. 
A reasonable but conservative agreement was obtained with the full scale test measurements.  

10.5 Proposed brick veneer seismic design methodology 

Based on a theoretical model, design charts of the shear load carried by the veneer in brick veneer 
houses versus veneer pier length were prepared and a design methodology presented which took 
advantage of the inherent strength of the veneer. It was concluded that brick veneer could be usefully 
used to partially brace New Zealand houses. However, this requires verification by further testing 
before adoption. The methodology is currently limited to single storey design. 

10.6 Damage to modern brick veneer construction expected in a design earthquake 

Damage to modern, single-storey, brick veneer houses using either the current or proposed 
methodology is expected to be low. The veneer will crack but the residual post-earthquake cracks can 
readily be re-pointed with little loss of function or appearance. The house interior is expected to rack 
less and therefore will sustain less damage than houses with no veneer. 
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